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ABSTRACT 
The Loewner partial ordering between nonnegative definite matrices M and 
B*MB is considered. The main result obtained generalizes a number of results known 
in the literature. The rank subtractivity partial ordering and the Drazin partial 
ordering between M and B*MB are also discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let C m n denote the set of m × n matrices over the complex field. We 
write A ~ ~n if A ~ Cn, n and is Hermitian, and A ~ ~ if A ~ G ff and is 
nonnegative definite. Given A ~ Gin, n, the symbols A*, ~(A),  9L(A), and r(A) 
will stand for the conjugate transpose, range, null space, and rank, respec- 
tively, of A. Furthermore, A + will denote the Moore-Penrose inverse of A, that 
is, the unique solution to the equations 
AA.+A = A, A+AA + = A +, (AA + )* = AA +, and (A+A) * = A+A. 
For N1,N z ~ C~ we write N 1 >/N 2 if N 1 -N  2 ~ C~. The relation so 
defined is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive, and is usually called the 
Loewner partial ordering; see [7] and [1, p. 86]. The present paper is 
concerned with the Loewner ordering between M and B*MB, where M ~ C~ 
and B ~ ~n, n" The inequality M >1 B*MB has essential applications to some 
problems connected with the estimation of parameters in a statistical linear 
model. In particular, the work of Taylor [10] may be mentioned here, in 
which the above inequality is a basis for an exhaustive xamination of the 
usefulness of prior information, given in the form of linear restrictions, when 
the dispersion matrix of the model is unknown to the statistician. The main 
result obtained in this paper is shown to generalize a mtmber of earlier esults 
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known in the literatttre. The rank subtractivity partial ordering and the 
Drazin partial ordering between M and B*MB are also discussed. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
The main result of the paper is given in Theorem 1. It is followed by some 
corollaries, with particular emphasis laid on the relations of these corollaries to 
results known in the literature. 
and 
THEOREM 1. Let M ~ ~ , and let B ~ G,, ,. Then the pair of conditions 
is equivalent to the equality 
M >~ B*MB (1) 
MB = MB 2 (2) 
MB = B*MB.  (3) 
Moreover, i f  (2) ho/ds but (3) does not, then M-B*MB /s an indefinite 
matr/x. 
Proof. The condition (1) means that there exists N ~ G~ such that 
M - B*MB = N.  (4) 
Premultiplying and postmultiplying (4) by B* and B, respectively, and 
applying (2) gives 
or, equivalently, 
Hence, according to (4), 
B*NB = 0, 
NB = O. 
MB = B*MB 2, 
which, in view of (2), leads to (3). 
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Conversely, observing that a consequence of (3) is the equality 
MB = B 'M,  
it follows that 
(5) 
M - B*MB = ( I -  B )*M( I -  B). 
This shows that M - B*MB ~ C~, thus establishing (1). Moreover, the equali- 
ties (5) and (3) imply that 
MB 2 = B*MB = MB, 
which concludes the proof of the first part of the theorem. 
To prove the second part suppose that M-B*MB is a definite matrix 
when (2) holds but (3) does not. In view of the first part of Theorem 1, it is 
then impossible that M >/B*MB, and thus it must be that B*MB >/M, or, 
equivalently, -M  >~ B*(-M)B.  On the other hand, (2) implies that ( -  M)B 
= ( -M)B  2. Consequently, observing that the part "(1) and (2) ~ (3)" of 
Theorem 1 is valid for any Hermitian M, not necessarily nonnegative definite, 
it follows that ( -  M)B = B*( -  M)B. This contradicts the assumption that (3) 
does not hold, and thus completes the proof. • 
ConoLI~a~Y 1. Let M ~ C~ , and let B ~ Cn, n be such that MB 2 = MB. 
Then M >/B*MB i f  and only i f  MB = B*M. Moreover, i f  MB * B'M, then 
M-  B*MB/s an indefinite matrix. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 1, it suffices to show that if (2) is satisfied, 
then (3) is equivalent to (5). But this is easily seen, since (3) always implies 
(5), and, if (2) holds, then postmultiplying (5) by B gives (3). • 
In a particular case, Corollary 1 takes the form of 
COROLLARY 2. Let M ~ Gff, and /et B ~ Gn. n be idempotent. Then 
M >/B*MB i f  and only i f  MB = B*M. Moreover, i f  MB * B'M, then M-  
B*MB/s an indefinite matrix. 
It is to be noticed that this result was obtained earlier by Taylor [10], but 
under the additional assumption that M is nonsingular. Coronary 2 will now 
be used to establish the following 
COnOLL~Y 3. Let M ~ C~, and let C ~ Cm, ~. Then 
M >1 C*(CM + C*)+C (8) 
8O 
i f  and only i f  
~(C*CM)  c ~(M) .  
Moreover, i f  the inclusion (7) is not fulfilled, then 
M-C*(CM+ C*)+C 
is an indefinite matrix. 
Proof. Observe that the partial ordering in (6) can be written as 
M >~ B*MB, 
where 
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B = M + C*(CM + C*) +C 
(7) 
(8) 
But from Zyskind [11] it is known that, given N ~ G~ and A~ Gn, m, a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the equality AA+N = NAA + is the 
inclusion ~(NA) c ~(A). In consequence, (8) is equivalent to 
~ [C*(CM + C*) +CM] c ~(M) .  (9) 
Since M ~ G~ and CM+C * ~ Gm ~ , the subspace on the left-hand side of (9) 
can easily be shown to be identical with ~(C*CM), which concludes the 
proof. • 
Corollary 3 generalizes Corollary 2.9 of Gaffke and Krafft [5] stating that 
the partial ordering (6) holds for any M ~ G~ and any C ~ Gm,, which satisfy 
the condition ~(C*)  c o~(M). A related result was given by Chipman [2] in 
his Lemma 1.2. 
Consider now the case where the matrix CM+C * is nonsingular. It is 
clear that a necessary and sufficient condition for this is that r(C)= m and 
r(MC*) = r(C*). (10) 
MM ÷ C*(CM ÷ C*)+C = C*(CM ÷ C*)+CMM + 
is an idempotent matrix. Therefore, on account of Corollary g and the fact 
that M + M = MM +, it follows that (6) holds if and only if 
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But from Corollary 6.2 in Marsaglia and Styan [8] it follows that the equality 
(10) is equivalent to 
¢~(C*)N 6.)L(M) = (0). (11) 
Consequently, given M ~ C~, the matrix CM + C* is positive definite if and 
only if C is of full row rank and satisfies the condition (11). Combining this 
conclusion with the fact that, when N l, N z ~ G~ and are nonsingular then 
N 1 >/N2 if and only if N2-1>~ N1-1, and observing that (10) implies the 
equality ~(C*CM)= @~(C*), Corollary 3 leads by straightforward computa- 
tions to the following 
COROLL~Y 4. Let M ~ C~ , and let C ~ ~m,, be such that r(C) = m and 
~(C*)N 9L(M) = (0). Then 
(CC*) - ICMC*(CC*)- I  >~ (CM + C*) -1  (12) 
and 
(CC*)-  1CM + C*(CC*) -1 >/(CMC*) -1 
i f  and only i f  
~(C*)  c ~(M) .  
Corollary 4 strengthens a result of Gaffke and Krafft [4] which asserts that 
the inequality (12) holds for any M ~ C~ and any C ~ C,., n satisfying the 
conditions r(C) = m and ~(C*)  c ~(M). 
Another corollary to the result of Corollary 3 is obtainable by replacing C* 
therein with y ~ C.. 1, in which case M >/y(y*M + y)+ y* is equivalent to 
~(yy*M) c ¢JL(M). (13) 
Now observe that y*M+y * 0 if and only if y ~ 9L(M), and also that if 
y*M + y * 0, then (13) is equivalent to y ~ ~(M). Therefore, when y*M + y 
0, then 
M >/y(y*M + y) -  ly. (14) 
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if and only if y ~ @(M). Premultiplying and postmultiplying (14) by x* and x, 
respectively, results in a generalization of an inequality given in Beckenbach 
and Bellman [1, p. 69] which states that, for any nonsingular M ~ C~ and any 
x,y ~ Gn,1, 
(x*Mx)(y*M- ly) >~ [(x*y)2l. 
COROLLARY 5. Let M ~ E~, and /et y ~ Cn. 1 be such that y ~ 9L(M). 
Then, for every x ~ C., 1, the inequality 
(x*Mx)(y*M + y) >/I(x*y)2[ 
holds i f  and only i f  y E ~(M). 
3. OTHER PARTIAL ORDERINGS 
The main result of the present paper, given in Theorem 1, concerns the 
Loewner partial ordering between M and B*MB, where M ~ G~ and B 
~n, n" In this section, two other partial orderings between M and B*MB will 
be discussed. The first of them is the rank subtractivity partial ordering. For 
At,A2 ~ ~m,n we write A 1 t> A z if 
r(A1 -A2)  = r(A1)-  r(A2). (15) 
From Theorem 17 in Marsaglia and SWan [8] it is known that (15) can be 
replaced by the conditions 
@(A2)c63{(A1) , 6-~(A~)c@(A~), and A2A~-A2=A2. 
Since for Hermitian matrices the two inclusions above become indistinguish- 
able, it follows that, for N1, N 2 ~ G~, 
NImN 2 ** @(N2)c@(NI)  and N2N[N2=N2.  (16) 
Using the conditions pecified in (16), it is easy to verify that 
N 1 - N 2 = (N  1 - N2 )N1 + (N  1 - N 2 ) ,  
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thus leading to the conclusion that, for N 1, N2 ~ Cff, 
N lt>N 2 ~ N 1>1N z. (17) 
In view of (17), it is interesting that nothing needs to be modified in 
Theorem 1 if the Loewner partial ordering in the condition (1) is replaced by 
the rank subtractivity partial ordering. This is the content of 
THEOREM 2. 
and 
Let M ~ C~ , and let B ~ Co, .. Then the pair o f  conditions 
M ~- ~*MB (18) 
is equivalent o the equality 
MB -- MB ~ (2)  
MB = B*MB.  (3)  
Proof. On account of (17) and Theorem 1, it is clear that (18) and (2) 
imply (3). Furthermore, from Theorem 1 it follows that (3) leads to (2). Other 
consequences of (3) are the inclusion 
~(B*MB)  c ~(M)  (19) 
and the equality 
(B*MB)M + (B*MB) -- B*MM ÷ MB = B*MB. (20) 
In view of (16), the relations (19) and (20) establish (18), thus concluding the 
proof. • 
An immediate consequence of Theorems 1 and 2 is the following 
COROLLARY 6. 
Then 
Let M ~ Cff , and let B ~ Cn, o be such that MB = MB 2. 
Mt>B*MB ** M>/B*MB.  
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The second partial ordering discussed in this section is that defined by 
Drazin [3]. For A1,A 2 ~ Gin, n we write A 1 >> A z if 
A1A ~=A2A ~ and A~A I=A~A 2. (21) 
It is clear (cf. Hartwig [6]) that for N1,N 2 ~ C~ the two conditions in (21) 
become indistinguishable, and thus 
N I>>N 2 ** N2N I=N~.  (22) 
Styan [9] showed that the Drazin partial ordering always implies the rank 
subtractivity one, which, combined with (17), leads to the conclusion that, for 
N1, N2 ~ ~,  
N 1 >> N 2 ~ N 1 t> N z ~ N 1 >~ N 2. (23) 
Theorem 2 asserts that no change is needed in Theorem 1 if the Loewner 
partial ordering between M and B*MB is replaced by the rank subtractivity 
partial ordering between them. It is natural to ask, therefore, whether this is 
true also with reference to the Drazin partial ordering. Consider the matrices 
M:( -1) and 0) 
-1  1 1 0 " 
Then MB = B*MB, but (B*MB)M ~ (B*MB) g. This shows that the condition 
(3) is not sufficient for M >> B*MB, and thus answers the question above in 
negative. An indispensable modification of Theorem 1 is revealed in the 
following 
THEOREM 3. Let M ~ G~ , and let B ~ En, n" Then the pair of  conditions 
M >> B*MB (24) 
and 
MB = MB (2) 
is equivalent to the pair 
MB = B*MB (3) 
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and 
MBM = MB*M. (25) 
Proof. In view of (23) and Theorem 1, it is clear that (24) and (2) imply 
(3). Moreover, according to (22), the condition (24) can be expressed in the 
form 
(B*MB)M = (B*MB) 2, (26) 
and fltrther, on account of (3), in the form 
MBM = MBB*M. 
Since MBB*M ~ ~nn, this shows that MBM ~ ~n, thus concluding the proof 
that (24) and (2) entail (3) and (25). 
Conversely, it is known from Theorem 1 that (3) implies (2). Furthermore, 
it readily follows that (3) and (25) lead to (26). The proof is comple.te. • 
A consequence of Theorems 1, 2, and 3 is the following 
COROLLARY 7. Let M ~ C~, and/et  B ~ ~n.n be such that MB = MB "° 
and MBM = MB*M. Then 
M>>B*MB ¢* Mt>B*MB ¢* M>~B*MB. 
It may be remarked that the equivalence in Corollary 6 is satisfied by all 
idempotent B's, while the equivalences in Corollary 7 are satisfied by all 
Hermitian idempotent B's. 
The authors are grateful to a referee for helpful comments. 
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